The CSI core committee was formed on 20th August 2013
We flagged off CSI with our first event being the GDG DevFest
2013, held on 7th, 8th September 2013. There were over 90
participants from all over Mumbai on both the days; also 5
Developers had come from TAMIL NADU to be a part of this mega
event.
GDG had renowned speakers from various different fields of
expertise, and topics such as phone gap, PHP, Android Development,
Google App Engine Dev, were covered over the course of these two
days.
The next event was a two-day Java session, where students
got a chance to learn the basic as well as core concepts of Java
Programming.
Following which the committee scheduled a hands-on android
workshop conducted by an alumnus of D.J.Sanghvi College Of
Engineering, Sanket Khanwalkar.
The workshop was conducted on the second floor lab and was
attended by 90 students. He covered basic components and
developed an application with UI features and components, also
helped in making application using multiple activities and passing of
data and intents exploits. He taught us an application using Google
maps and Google Cloud Messaging.
He has worked in Accenture for the past two years and currently
planning his masters abroad in US.
Unity 3D is cross platform game engine developed by Unity
Technologies. It is an upcoming platform to develop video games for
web plugins, consoles and mobile devices. Unity 3D workshop was
held on 2nd and 3rd October 2013. The event was conducted by the
final year IT students of our college, for Third Year Students. The
participants got an experience of making their own game, which was
submitted as a project for Virtual Reality. This game engine elevated
our interest in animation and gaming. The event was conducted in
the second floor lab and attended by over 75 students.
Considering the overwhelming response to the previously held
Android Workshop and on students request, the committee decided
to conduct an Android Lecture Series which stretched over a course
of 3 weeks, where 6 lectures for 2 hours each, were conducted by

Danish Mehta (TE-IT). There were 75 registrations for the
workshop. The participants got to make an android application on
College Attendance, which had all the major features and this was
greatly appreciated by the crowd. Students from TE as well as SE
have published various other applications on the Google Play Store
by constantly seeking help from Danish.
Senior Prof. Jijo from Career Launchers Institute had an
informative & interactive session with the students to clear their
ambiguities regarding further studies. The seminar was for two
hours. Later two aptitude tests were conducted on 23 January 2014
for SE and TE, which helped students, determine their strengths and
weaknesses.
By Mid-January CSI’s first ever inter-college coding
competition "DJ CodeMania" was organised where students from
all over the city participated and competed amongst each other in the
coding challenge. We had associated with HackerRank, a platform
that allows programmers all over the world to connect and compete
against each other. We had over 60 teams participating in the
preliminary-online round of which 10 teams qualified for the finals
held in our college on February 6th, 2014, which included 4 teams
from other colleges.
This event helped in encouraging the students and increasing their
zest for coding.
CSI Committee aims to take this coding event to the next level each
year and go national soon.
Another highlight of CSI is the Security Day 2014 held on 27th
and 28th March. It was a 2-day event.
Day 1 of the seminar was on recent scams - Facebook harassment,
Credit Card frauds and Net banking. This was conducted by Mr.
Sachin Dedhia.
Day 2 of the Security Day event was about Firewall, which is an
important topic in modern day Cyber Warfare Era. Pioneers in the
field - Russian based Antivirus Company - Kaspersky Labs speaker,
Mr. Chandeep Singh for the first time came to our college to brief the
students of IT and Computers on Software Based Firewalls. Along
with them, Mr. Gaurav from Biz Secure Labs Pvt. Ltd. representing
Net Protector Antivirus (an Indian alternative) explained us about
their proprietary hardware based firewall. DJ Sanghvi is the first
college where Kaspersky Lab Inc. have conducted such an event.

This Year CSI published two editorials
Newsletter:
CSI Editorial committee came up with a new newsletter
“Protocol Times”. Our newsletter was basically written and
published with the intent of making students aware about what
kind of a student chapter CSI is. We published it for the purpose
of throwing light upon the fun as well as interesting and
informative aspects of technology. Our newsletter also
introduces our committee's and put forth the chapter's vision,
and highlighted a few of our past workshops and achievements.
It was distributed to the members of CSI-DJSCOE and received
wide appreciation.
Magazine:
For this time's edition of 'Protocol – Volume 7' we strived to
present our content in an innovative and attractive way so that
even students who aren't extremely well versed with
technological jargons could comprehend it, which posed to be a
minor issue with the former edition. Also, we discussed on some
new aspects and application not only in the field of Information
Technology, but also other fields like aeronautics and
biomedical. We also touched upon open-source e-learning, and
discussed about the ethics of excessive government surveillance
and wiretaps. We introduced something new this year: A small
abstract on the Visionary Maestro Elon Musk, co-founder of
PayPal. The interview with the founders of StupidSid is the
highlight of the magazine, the founders having DJSCOE as their
alma mater.

New initiatives introduced this year by CSI
DJSCOE
A new initiative that CSI started this year, is the introduction of
DJSCE’s CSI new logo which was appreciated and approved by our
faculty advisor and Branch Counselor Sir and allowed to be used on
all documents.
DJ CodeMania was another initiative. This was greatly
appreciated by the participants as well as the faculty and Branch
Counselor, since this gave the participants a platform to judge their
programming capabilities as well as compete with the best coders of
Mumbai.

Introduction to prominent personalities
Jatin Malhotra is the founder and head of Google Developers
Group, MUMBAI. He is associated with Microsoft as a MSP from 200912 and is currently the head of western region of India for Yuva,
Microsoft Initiative. He is awarded by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam for the
brilliant work in evangelizing technology and spreading digital
literacy amongst the underprivileged.
Mr. Uttam Tripathy is working as Program Manager,
Developer relations at Google India.
Mr. Yogi Udgire is a serial entrepreneur. He is the digital lead
for institute of Digital Marketing Initiative of Rishi Group in India
Mr. Dhruv Baldawa has been a part of Google Summer Code
2011-12. Presently working as a software developer at Enthought
Inc.
Mr. Prasoon Kumar is a web and mobile technologist. He has
worked in large as well startup companies in Silicon Valley, New
York, NCR-Delhi, and Pune-Mumbai Region. He holds B.Tech in
Computer Science and Engineering from IIT, Kanpur and currently
works in Justdial - India’s Largest Local Search Engine. He is involved
in technology community and barcamps.
Mr. Sachin Dedhia- Cyber Crime Investigator and an Ethical
Hacker, CEO of SKYNET SECURE SOLUTIONS. His company works in
close contact with MAHARASHTRA Police Department and the
MUMBAI CYBER-CELL Division.

Vision of CSI for the next year
CSI committee’s sole purpose is the benefit of the student and
imparting new technical knowledge. Our vision is to take students
take technical intelligence to greater heights, awareness about
upcoming technology and its research & development and its
implementation is very crucial for the future of the students and this
is why CSI aims to apprise the students learning about various
hardware and software technologies, its applications and positive as
well as negative impacts.
We would like to work towards bringing together CSI student
chapters of different colleges under one roof so that the DJites
can avail the benefits of their experiences as well.
Our basic vision for the next year is to aggravate each Students
knowledge in various fields that are not included in our regular
engineering curriculum, which will enable students to strengthen
our engineering degree, while knowing our subjects well.
We also would like to have CSI Convection, where CSI committees of
different colleges would organize events where student imbibe
technical knowledge.
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